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SUPERCOMPUTER

+

USER

=

SUPERCOMPUTING



Having access to big machine you need also big problem...

Types of problems

Collecton of many small 
independent problems

Sometmes called: parallel 
processing.

It is like many (small) users 
running their codes 

simultaneously.

Can be decomposed into 
many smaller problems 
but problems are not 

independent 

Cannot be decomposed 
into smaller problems

(not suitable for supercomputers)

Supercomputng

Communicaton between 
problems is required...



Scaling of the code:  Having parallel code does not mean that you can

utlizle arbitrary number of computng units... 

When you apply for machine, it is your (user) responsibility to prove
that your code “scales to machine” that you request...

Typically scaling property is measured by weak scaling and strong scaling...

Measures how the soluton tme varies 
as a functon of PE under constraint that 

amount of work per PE is fxed.

* PE - processing units

Measures how the soluton tme varies 
as a functon of PE under constraint that 

the problem sizle is fxed.



Strong scaling Measures how the soluton tme varies 
as a functon of PE under constraint that 

the problem size is fied.

Ideal (linear) strong scaling 
for an algorithm is achieved 
when the (wall) tme to
completon can be reduced 
by a constant factor k while
increasing the aggregated 
machine scale by the same 
factor k.

Communicaton starts to 
dominate...

Note: if there is in communicatons (parallel processing)
typically the code exhibits ideal scaling...



Weak scaling

Ideal (linear) weak scaling 
for an algorithm is achieved 
when the (wall) tme to
completon does not depend 
on the number of nodes.

Communicaton starts to 
dominate...

Note: if there is in communicatons (parallel processing)
typically the code exhibits ideal scaling...

Measures how the soluton tme varies 
as a functon of PE under constraint that 

amount of work per PE is fied.



Scale problem

1 CPU Serial computng

10 CPUs
Parallel code, 
running on one node
(openMP)

100 CPUs Many nodes involved
(MPI communicaton)

10N CPUs Other problems

Typically, every tme when 
you change order of 

magnitude of PE new 
problems are 

encountered... 

Example: writng of results: at some point one needs to switch to 
parallel writng of the fles...



Peak-performance vs. performance of the code

Maximum performance
allowed by the hardware.

Measured performance
of your code on target machine.

It depends on:
Implementaton quality.
Organizlaton of computaton
process.
Target machine.
…

>

Main botlenecks:
Communicatons – bad
scaling property (already discussed).

Latency (refers to a delay in data delivery
from memory to PE) – low computatonal intensity



Computng resources are divided into “ters”: 2 (lowest), 1, 0 (highest)

Type of ter defnes way of getng access to the resource. 
It is also correlated with computer power. 

→ Tier 2: typically university computng clusters (like dwarf@WUT), 
                 access is granted as a result of agreement between user and holder of 
                 the system.

→ Tier 1: typically located in computng centers (like ICM@UW), 
                 access is granted as a result of natonal competton
                 (you need to write a proposal which is evaluated by a commitee 

                       and and based on the evaluaton the access is granted or not)

→ Tier 0: located in leadership class computng centers (like CSCS@Lugano), 
                 access is granted as a result of internatonal competton

Tier 2: 
dwarf@WUT

Tier 1: Okeanos@ICM

Tier 0: Pizl Daint@CSCS



Taken from:
PRACE Annual Report 
2018

Tier-0 Resources in Europe:

htps:/p/pprace-ri.eu/phpc-access/phpc-systems/p

https://prace-ri.eu/hpc-access/hpc-systems/


http://www.prace-ri.eu/

http://www.prace-ri.eu/




htps:/p/peurohpc-uu.europa.eu/p 

https://eurohpc-ju.europa.eu/


htps:/p/pwww.lumi-supercomputer.f/p 

https://www.lumi-supercomputer.fi/


http://www.plgrid.pl/

http://www.plgrid.pl/


htp:/p/pkdm.icm.edu.pl/p

http://kdm.icm.edu.pl/


Task for lab 13:

1)   Execute strong scaling of MPI code (preferably your code constructed for matrix diagonalization,
    if you do not have this code working yet, use demonstration code for matrix inversion 
      inversion-scalapack.c)

2)  Execute strong scaling using one of computers provided by PL-Grid (via trial grant)

3)   Suppose that your problem requires 100 diagonalizations (inversions) of matrix of size 
    25,000 x 25,000.

  For such problem propose parameters of runs (how many nodes/cores),
  estimate time-to-solution, and estimate needed budget (CPU-hours),  

4)  Deadline: will be provided during lab. Weight: 2 
   In the report provide:
   → compilation script / command and sample of your submission script,
   → strong scaling plot,
   → Proposition of execution parameters with time-to-solution and cost estimation
        with short justification, why you selected these parameters.

Time-to-solution: time needed by a computer to solve you problem (hr, min, sec, …)
                            strongly depends on running parameters like number of processes

Computing cost = Time-to-solution x number of processes (CPU-hr, Node-hr, GPU-hr…)
                              Example: if your code was running for 1 hour using 100 CPUs
                                               then computing cost was 100 CPU-hr. 



Any suggestons how to improve this lecture? 

We will be grateful for your feedback!


